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The Clients
John and Helen Jones are two years away from retirement. Helen is 63;
John is 64. John works for an Industrial Services company and has a
decent 401(k) balance. Helen works for the CDC and has the Thrift Savings
Plan (TSP) and Federal Employee Retirement System (FERS) pension.
She is trying to decide whether to roll her TSP account into an IRA when
she retires, or keep it where it is. She also wants to understand the
mechanics of drawing FERS and Social Security. John is not sure whether
they should retire at exactly the same time or have him retire first, maybe a
year earlier than Helen. They are also keen to know what things would look
like if Helen predeceased John, as he would receive half of her pension
benefit in the event of her death.

John and Helen have two grown children who are doing OK financially—
they don’t have serious concerns about needing to help. They do, however,
worry about Helen’s father. He is in his mid-80s, and his health is declining.
He is very private about his finances, but Helen worries he may not be in
good shape. She has noticed final reminders of bills at his home and does
not know if her dad is struggling to pay bills or just forgetting to. She would
like to ensure they can help him if he needs to go into a nursing home in
the next few years.

Helen and John are active members in their church and have a number of
other charities they support on a regular basis. They also make regular
contributions to their four grandkids' college funds. They have two big
retirement wish list items: to go on a retirement celebration trip, and to
purchase a lake house. They have an idea of what their dream lake house
would cost but are willing to compromise and get something cheaper if
necessary.
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AGENDA
• Base plan
• Insurance coverage
• Estate documents

• Investment approach and target allocation

BASE PLAN ASSUMPTIONS
Core goal: Retirement
• Both retire in 2020, age 65 for Helen and 66 for John
• Base retirement expense of $89k/year, after taxes
• Healthcare expense of $12.9k/year, after taxes (treated separately from rest of retirement expense
because of higher inflation rate)
• Additional spending goals:
o

Retirement celebration trip: $15k at retirement

o

Lake house: $24k per year, for 20 years

o

One-time expenses: $10k per year until plan ends for expenses such as roof, new car,
HVAC etc.

o

Care for Helen’s father: $50k per year for 7 years

Retirement income
• Social Security: $30.7k for Helen at full retirement age of 66 years, 2 months. $34.6k for John at full
retirement age of 66 years
• Pension (Helen)
– FERS: $2.8k/month w/COLA (-1%) and $1.4k/month to survivor
Portfolio allocation
• 70/30 pre-retirement (8.75% return)
• 60/40 in retirement (8.27% return)
Assumed inflation of 3.96%, healthcare inflation of 6.5%
Plan end at age 95 for Helen and age 93 for John
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BUDGET

ASSETS AND INCOME
Assets
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Income

• Assumed COLA of inflation less 1% for FERS pension
• Retirement is age 66 for John and 65 for Helen
• Plan assumes both draw Social Security at FRA

BASE PLAN RESULTS
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BASE PLAN DETAILS

To answer some of Helen and John’s questions about what effects different scenarios would have on the
plan, we developed some alternative plans (on the next page).

The first plan on the next page indicates what effect spending less on the lake house would have on the
plan’s probability of success.

The second plan indicates what the plan would look like if they decided to spend less on the lake house
and if John were to retire a year earlier than Helen.

The third plan indicates what would need to change in the plan for John’s plan to have a reasonable
chance of success if Helen were to predecease him: namely, no lake house and reduced spending.
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS

• Both retire in 2020: John age
66, Helen age 65

• John retires in 2019, age 65,
Helen retires 2020 age 65

• Spend $10k less on lake
house per year: $14k/year
instead of $24k

• Spend $10k less on lake
house per year: $14k/year
instead of $24k

• Rest of expenses remain
same

• Rest of expenses remain
same

• Plan ends age 93 for John,
age 95 for Helen

• Plan ends age 93 for John,
age 95 for Helen

• Helen predeceases John
• John receives 50% of Helen’s
pension
• Spend $74k in base
retirement expenses ($15k
less than if both retired)
• No lake house, rest of
expenses remain same
• Plan ends age 65 for Helen,
93 for John

INSURANCE
Life insurance
• Optimal use is typically for income replacement and/or debt paydown
Disability
• Short term: often, most economical to have emergency fund
• Long term disability: costly, and more challenging to purchase if income is highly variable
Long term care—will review John and Helen’s policy
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Property and casualty
• Auto: confirm comfortable with deductible
• Homeowners insurance
– Ensure deductible at acceptable level
– Confirm coverage is sufficient for replacement cost
• Umbrella: should be 1 to 1.5 times net worth

ESTATE DOCUMENTS
Will
Powers of attorney
• Georgia Advanced Health Directive
• Financial power of attorney—springing/non-springing
Beneficiary designations
• Retirement accounts
• Life insurance and annuities

INVESTMENT APPROACH
Strategic Allocation
• Safety of principal
• Diversification
• Mean return
• Maximum drawdown

Tactical Allocation
• Probability analysis
• Fat pitch/unfavorable
risk/return

Fund Selection
• Low cost
• Clear strategy
• Focus fund
• Value tilt
• Tenured manager
• Shareholder focus

Rebalance
• If client needs change
• When outside
tolerance
• If fund change
needed

PORTFOLIO REVIEW

In order to bring John and Helen’s portfolio in line with Minerva’s equity tilted balanced portfolio, which is
what the plan is predicated on, we would make the following recommendations:
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1. Need to decrease US‐Equity especially large cap allocation by 40%
2. Need to increase Foreign Developed and Emerging market allocation by 100%
3. Need to increase US bond exposure by 10% and reduce the duration of the bond portfolio
4. Need to increase non-US bond by 300%, especially emerging market
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